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Program Notes by Victor Gebauer

Der 136. Psalm   Heinrich Schütz (1585 – 1672)
Heinrich Schütz’s world of music expanded during his first trip to Venice (1609-1613) to study with the renowned Giovanni Gabrieli. There he 
probably frequented the Fondaco dei Tedeschi, a center for German merchants and musicians. The famed Saint Mark’s Cathedral boasted 
huge spaces that had generated a polychoral style, reflected here in a double chorus and double capella of ensembles plus continuous bass. 
The first capella declaims the psalm’s refrain (“For God’s mercy endures forever”) while a chorus announces each psalm verse. Schütz later 
expands the refrain’s sonority in response to the verses, sung in varied registers and textures by a chorus. The final, extensive verse (“Give 
thanks to the God of heaven . . .”) summarizes the entire psalm, splendidly tossing phrases among all ensembles of voices and instruments. 
Such music both fills the echoing spaces of a great cathedral and envelopes the worshiper with the praises of God.
 
Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ  Johann Hermann Schein (1586 – 1630)
Already in 1690, W. K. Printz’s Historische Beschreibung (Historic Portrayal) identified three great S’s in German music (Samuel Scheidt, 
Heinrich Schütz, and Johann Hermann Schein). All three were noted for combining styles of the 16th century with expressive new conventions 
of 17th century Baroque music. Schein’s hymn setting is a clear example. The first stanza dates back to the 14th century, additional stanzas 
were added by Martin Luther, and the melody also emerged during the Reformation. The “Kyrieleis” marks this as a religious hymn of popular 
origin.  Schein offered this composition in the Opella nova (New Little Handbook) of 1618, where he mentioned innovative features such as 
the “General-Bass.” Thus we hear two upper voices paraphrasing the hymn tune, a third voice singing the unadorned hymn, and instruments 
continuously providing the “General-Bass.” All voices flow into the final phrase, together uttering an angelic jubilation at the birth of the Savior.

Non moriar sed vivam  Martin Luther (1483 – 1546)
We usually credit thirty-seven hymns (text or tunes or both) to Martin Luther. Moreover, he also composed this brief polyphonic motet. In 1530 
Luther was forced to bide his time in the Coburg castle as his colleagues defended the reforming movement at Augsburg before the imperial 
authorities.  This depressed Luther, causing him to sing a Latin antiphon based on Psalm 4:8. He then wrote to Ludwig Senfl, a prominent 
composer, asking for a composition on this biblical text. Instead, Senfl composed music for another of Luther’s favorite verses, Psalm 118:17. 
Luther wrote this same verse, with melody, on the walls of his Coburg study room. His affection for this text apparently led him to make his 
own setting, heard today.  The main melody (cantus firms), the eighth psalm tone, is sung in longer notes by the tenors. This brief composition 
shows clearly that Luther was truly a master of music.

Nun bitten wir den Heiligen Geist  Johann Walter (1496 – 1570)
Johann Walter, along with fellow musician Conrad Rupsch, helped Martin Luther to modify the music of the Latin liturgy to fit the German 
version for use in churches. In addition Walter gave the Reformation many choral works such as this motet based on a familiar hymn. The first 
stanza, heard in this setting, dates back to medieval times; but Luther liked it so much he added three more stanzas for use in the churches. 
The hymn could be sung either after the Epistle reading, as an introit, with the sermon, at communion, or at funerals. It was published in 
the Geystliche Gesangk Buchleyn (1524). In this singing of Walter’s five-voiced motet only the first stanza is heard. Three voices (soprano 
plus the two lowest parts) elaborate the hymn tune as two inner voices (altus and tenor or instrument) sing the tune completely as a double 
cantus firmus in somewhat longer notes. 

Christ lag in Todesbanden  Johannes Eccard (1553 – 1611)
The youthful Johannes Eccard sang and studied with the masterful Orlando di Lasso in Munich, then spent his later career at aristocratic 
court chapels in Königsberg and Berlin, where he died. This work is taken from his Geistliche Lieder of 1597 that set the path toward later 
hymn settings. It has been said of this music that “Bach’s chorales are unthinkable without it.” “Christ lag in Todenbanden” was one of 
Luther’s most enduring hymns and was actually based on medieval hymns dating back to the 11th century. In this work we hear the melody 
clearly stated in the upper voice. The hymn tune employs a “bar form,” implying a repeat of the first phrases. Eccard actually doubles all this 
again to extend the first part of the music. Throughout this hymn setting Eccard accompanies the melody with free, independent movement 
of the lower voices even into the final joyful “Alleluia’s.”

Da pacem Domine in diebus nostris  Melchior Franck (1580 – 1639)
Melchior Franck was music master (Hofkapellmeister) at the court of Coburg (where Luther was sequestered in 1530) and, like many of his 
fellow musicians, composed secular songs, dances, and sacred music. Some scholars rank him along with Hans Leo Hassler and Michael 
Praetorius as one of the greatest composers of his forward-looking generation. This text probably originated in the sixth or seventh century 
as an antiphon. In 1279 Pope Nicholas III had it sung at mass before the Agnus Dei, and in later centuries it was offered during daily prayer. 
The text was adapted by Martin Luther and is sung still today with a plainsong melody.  In this choral work, Franck offers us the Latin text, 
probably based on Psalm 122:7, set for a double choir. In a world torn apart by political strife, fear, and wars this prayer speaks for us now 
as much it did for medieval Christians.
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Takako Seimya Senn – Trumpet 3
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Ich bin die Auferstehung
Heinrich Schütz (1585 – 1672)
German schools of the 17th and 18th centuries down to the time of Bach taught music as a “grammatical” subject. Such music was 
understood as a form of rhetoric and was taught in textbooks often titled Musica Poetica. Schütz’s music exemplifies this practice masterfully 
and is still studied for its rhetorical value. Figures of speech identified in the study of rhetoric or poetry (still taught today) also had comparable 
musical versions. This motet for double chorus can thus be understood as a series of such grammatical figures. The rising eighth-note figure 
on “Auferstehung” (“resurrection”) constitutes such a musical “figure of speech.” The occasional significant cadences, the measure-long 
silence before “Wer an mich glaubet” (“Whoever believes in me”), and occasional shifts from alternating choirs to full double ensemble are 
further examples. Viewed this way, music proclaims the Word of God just as it might be proclaimed in sermon or lectionary reading.

Allein Gott in der Höh sei Ehr
Michael Praetorius (1571 – 1621)
This text and tune by Nikolaus Decius (1485–1550) have been widely used in place of the Hymn of Praise (“Gloria in excelsis”) in the liturgy 
of Lutheran churches. This musical setting for double choir was published in the third volume of Musae Siniae, a nine-volume collection by 
one of the greatest Lutheran musicians prior to J. S Bach. Here Michael Praetorius demonstrates an interest in the polychoral style that had 
developed in Italy. Two voice parts from two separate choirs open in canonic dialog, then are answered by the full double choir, and conclude 
with a playing of motives back and forth. The second line of the hymn is given similar treatment, but this time opening in the lower voices. 
Each remaining line of the hymn likewise offers a new musical idea in contrasting choirs. The work then concludes with a longer, fuller 
development of the very last phrase. 

Cantata 80, “Ein feste Burg”
Johann Sebastian Bach (1685 – 1750)
Cantata 80 originated on the Third Sunday in Lent (Oculi) while Bach served in the court at Weimar. In the late 1720’s and again in 1744-
1747 it was revised for Leipzig’s Reformation observances. The massive first movement launches the choir and string instruments in a fugal 
motet based on the elaborated hymn tune. Meanwhile the hymn melody sounds as a long-note canon between high and low instruments. 
The second movement, a chorale aria, opens with strings energetically reminding us of the battle waged in Christian life. Meanwhile the 
bass sings an Italian aria, defiantly asserting confidence in God’s election and baptism into the Blood of Christ. The soprano presents the 
second stanza of the ornamented chorale tune, partnered by the even more florid oboe. Next occurs a recitativo in which this battle is further 
explained, ending with an arioso encouragement to combat Satan and unite with the Spirit of Christ. There follows a much gentler soprano 
aria, accompanied by a bass melody playing in varied ritornello fashion. A dance-like gigue theme dominates the following fifth movement, 
which counterbalances the first movement in weight but is very different in character. Voices offer the third hymn stanza in a long-note cantus 
firmus. The trumpet parts were added by Bach’s son, Wilhelm Friedemann. Another brief recitativo leads to a lovely alto-tenor duet introduced 
by the oboe and violin playing in imitation. The four successive sections offer a motet-like form that meditates on Christian existence. The 
cantata then concludes with the fourth hymn stanza.

“The Lord’s Prayer” by He Qi. Used with permission. 
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